CASE STUDY

Fax Services

Esker on Demand

Newcrest: Faxing outbound documents
with fax services for SAP from Esker
The challenge: Improving fax capabilities in an SAP environment
Looking to replace its existing legacy finance, supply, HR, payroll and plant
maintenance systems with SAP, Newcrest initiated an IT project in late 2008, with a
staged implementation approach between October 2009 and July 2010.

Newcrest is Australia’s largest gold
producer and one of the world’s top 10 gold
mining companies by production, reserves
and market capitalisation.
Headquartered in Melbourne, Newcrest
is among the top 20 companies listed on
the Australian Stock Exchange by market
capitalisation. The company employs over
5,000 staff and has been listed on the ASX
since 1987 (initially as Newmont Australia
Limited).
Fax Services for SAP from Esker was
selected as the preferred solution to directly
fax outbound documents from SAP.
www.newcrest.com.au

Mining Industry

Configuration
 ERP: SAP

Faxing documents out of SAP was a key requirement that prompted Newcrest to
review its existing fax infrastructure. Newcrest decided to review best practises for
enterprise faxing from SAP in order to select the most suitable solution.

We were looking for a scalable, easy to implement,
cost effective and proven solution.
Newcrest’s key business needs included a solution that was:
 Scalable

 Proven

 Easy to implement

 Easily integrated with SAP

 Cost effective

The Solution: Fax Services for SAP from Esker
The search for the best solution
At the outset, the Newcrest project team was leaning towards a familiar in-house
fax server approach. However, they soon realised the cost benefits of being able
to use cloud-based SAP certified fax services and the Esker solution met their
needs.
During the invitation to tender process, Newcrest carried out reference calls to
numerous large SAP customers in the mining and chemical industries using Fax
Services for SAP.

The feedback from current Esker Fax Services for SAP
customers was all very positive.

The Esker
implementation
methodology
effortlessly handled
the complexity
of multiple SAP
and network

configurations.

Today, Newcrest can automatically send a fax out of any SAP module or SAP
Business Workplace with real time status updates within SAP, and not bear the
costs associated with implementing or managing a fax infrastructure in its SAP
data centre. This includes 24*7*365 availability, unlimited capacity to scale up or
down, and least cost routing through the Esker secure and redundant worldwide
network of fax production centres.

Benefits
 No costs associated with implementing or managing a fax infrastructure in its
SAP data centre
 24*7*365 availability with unlimited capacity to scale up or down
 Least cost routing through the Esker secure and redundant worldwide network
of fax production centres
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 Easy administration – no need to manage a fax server infrastructure (including
production and disaster recovery environments, fax server software, fax
boards and fax lines)
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